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What in the world are the elite up to?  In recent days, we 
have learned that the New York Fed is moving a lot of 
operations to Chicago because of concerns about what a 

“natural disaster” could do, the federal government is 
buying 62 million rounds of ammunition commonly used 
in AR-15 semi-automatic rifles for “training” purposes, 

and NORAD is moving back into Cheyenne Mountain 
because it is “EMP-hardened”.  In addition, government 
authorities have scheduled a whole host of unusual 

“training exercises” all over the nation.  So are the elite 
doing all of this in order to prepare for something really 

BIG, or should we just chalk up all of this strange activity 
to rampant government paranoia? 

First, let’s talk about what the New York Fed has been 

doing.  What kind of natural disaster would be bad 
enough to completely shut down the operations of the New York Federal Reserve Bank?  It would 
have to be something very unusual, and apparently the New York Fed is very concerned that such an 

event could happen.  According to Reuters, the New York Fed has been transferring personnel to 
Chicago and building up its satellite office there just in case a “natural disaster” makes it impossible 
for normal operations to continue in New York… 

The New York branch of the U.S. Federal Reserve, wary that a natural disaster or other eventuality 
could shut down its market operations as it approaches an interest rate hike, has added staff and 
bulked up its satellite office in Chicago. 

Some market technicians have transferred from New York and others were hired at the office housed 
in the Chicago Fed, according to several people familiar with the build-out that began about two 
years ago, after Hurricane Sandy struck Manhattan. 

Officials believe the Chicago staffers can now handle all of the market operations that are done daily 
out of the New York Fed, which is the U.S. central bank’s main conduit to Wall Street. 

This seems very odd. 

In all of U.S. history, there has never been a natural disaster in New York City that would have been 
bad enough to totally shut down the operations of the New York Fed for an extended period of time. 

So why are they so concerned? 

Well, I can think of one event that could cause such a disruption… 

An east coast tsunami. 

This is something that I wrote about in this article.  But other than that, it is hard to imagine a 
natural disaster which could shut down the New York Fed for an extended period of time. 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/04/14/us-usa-fed-disaster-idUSKBN0N528G20150414
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/east-coast-tsunami-if-it-happens-millions-of-americans-could-die
http://amzn.to/1FU5nGl


Another very odd thing that we learned about this week is an absolutely massive purchase by the 
government of ammunition that is commonly used in AR-15 semi-automatic rifles.  The following 

comes from an article by Paul Joseph Watson… 

The Department of Homeland Security is set to purchase over 62 million rounds of ammo typically 
used in AR-15 semi-automatic rifles, just weeks after the ATF was forced to back down on a ban on 

M855 bullets. 

A posting on FedBizOpps.gov this week reveals that the DHS is looking to contract with a 
company to provide 12.6 million rounds of .223 Remington ammunition per year for a period of five 

years – totaling 62.5 million bullets. 

The solicitation explains that the purchase is intended, “to achieve price savings over the current .223 

Rem duty ammunition.” The bullets will be used by U.S. Customs and Border Protection agents 
nationwide for “training” purposes. 

Why in the world would U.S. Customs and Border Protection agents nationwide need such a massive 

amount of ammunition for “training” purposes? 

That seems very odd. 

Something else that seems very strange is the fact that NORAD is moving back into Cheyenne 

mountain after all these years… 

It shut down nearly ten years ago as the threat from Russia seemed to subside, but this week the 
Pentagon announced that Cheyenne Mountain will once again be home to the most advanced 

tracking and communications equipment in the United States military. 

The shift to the Cheyenne Mountain base in Colorado is designed to safeguard the command’s 
sensitive sensors and servers from a potential electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attack, military officers 

said. 

The Pentagon last week announced a $700 million contract with Raytheon Corporation to oversee the 
work for North American Aerospace Command (NORAD) and US Northern Command. 

Admiral William Gortney, head of NORAD and Northern Command, said that ‘because of the very 
nature of the way that Cheyenne Mountain’s built, it’s EMP-hardened.’ 

So the U.S. military is concerned about an EMP attack all of a sudden? 

Have they been reading The Economic Collapse Blog? 

Spending 700 million dollars to move back inside a mountain just because it is “EMP-hardened” is a 

pretty big deal. 

Do they know something that we don’t? 

On top of everything else, we have been seeing lots of strange “training exercises” being scheduled 

all over the nation recently. 

For example, the following is from a news story about one being held in Iowa… 

http://www.infowars.com/dhs-to-purchase-62-million-rounds-of-ar-15-ammo/
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=9e4b05061ac6a7f71fcbc0cb9dea0791&tab=core&_cview=0
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3031041/Why-military-moving-Stargate-base-deep-Rocky-Mountains-decade-abandoned.html#ixzz3Wod66mbE
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3031041/Why-military-moving-Stargate-base-deep-Rocky-Mountains-decade-abandoned.html#ixzz3Wod66mbE
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/the-emp-threat-all-it-would-take-is-a-couple-of-explosions-to-send-america-back-to-the-1800s
http://whotv.com/2015/04/14/statewide-weapons-of-mass-destruction-drill/


This week you may notice extra emergency vehicles and public safety officers running around in 
tactical gear, Hazmat suits, and bomb suits. It’s a part of a statewide drill Des Moines is 

hosting Tuesday and Wednesday to prepare emergency personnel for dealing with weapons of mass 
destruction. 

Brian O’Keefe with the Des Moines Fire Department said emergency officials in Iowa need to be 

prepared for anything. 

“You know we’re number one seed producer with corn and soy, chicken embryo development, middle 
of the country heartland. So I’m sure all states access it. But we’re a target like any other large 

community,” said O’Keefe. 

And here is an excerpt form a news story about an exercise known as “Northern Exposure” that is 

being held in Michigan… 

The National Guard event is called Northern Exposure, which is taking place across Michigan during 
the month of June, he said. According to the Michigan National Guard website, Northern 

Exposure is “a major exercise in Michigan where the military provides defense support to civilian 
authorities.” 

In addition, the U.S. military will be conducting some “unusual” training activityout in Arizona and 

California… 

If you see some unusual helicopters overhead in the next couple of days, there’s nothing to worry 
about. 

The I Marine Expeditionary Force G-7 will be conducting a Realistic Military Training this week, using 
the Prescott Municipal Airfield as a helicopter refueling point in order to facilitate a Long Range Raid 
at Camp Navajo, Arizona. 

This Certification Exercise (CERTEX) is directed to be conducted from April 8-21, 2015 at various 
training locations throughout California and Arizona. The training at Prescott will take place on April 
15, 16. 

All of this is in addition to the exercise that people have really been buzzing about.  It is called “Jade 
Helm”, and in this particular “unconventional warfare exercise”, the states of Texas and Utah will be 
designated as “hostile territory”… 

“Jade Helm is a challenging eight-week joint military and Interagency (IA) Unconventional Warfare 
(UW) exercise conducted throughout Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah and 

Colorado,” according to an unclassified military document announcing the training drill, which runs 
from July 15 through September 15. 

Multiple branches of the US military, including Green Berets, Navy Seals, and the 82nd Airborne 

Division, will participate in the 8-week long exercise, which may result in “increased aircraft in the 
area at night.” 

Troops will be tasked with honing advanced skills in “large areas of undeveloped land with low 

population densities,” and will work alongside “civilians to gain their trust and an understanding of 
the issues.” 

http://www.mlive.com/news/muskegon/index.ssf/2015/04/military_helicopter_to_land_in.html
http://minationalguard.com/unit-of-the-week-1462nd-trans-co-3/
http://www.prescottenews.com/index.php/news/current-news/item/25290-realistic-military-training-to-take-place-in-prescott
http://www.prescottenews.com/index.php/news/current-news/item/25290-realistic-military-training-to-take-place-in-prescott
http://www.infowars.com/feds-preparing-to-invade-texas/
http://www.infowars.com/feds-preparing-to-invade-texas/


The exercise, in which some participants will be “wearing civilian clothes and driving civilian vehicles,” 
lists Texas and Utah as “hostile” territory. 

Should we be alarmed by these exercises? 

Some people sure think so. 

Another thing that has people scratching their heads are the weird closures of Wal-Mart stores all 

over the nation for supposed “plumbing problems”… 

Not just one, but five Walmart stores across the U.S. are closing their doors due to plumbing 
problems that, in some cases, will take four to six months to repair. 

Those closing include locations in Livingston and Midland, Texas; Tulsa, Oklahoma; and near Los 
Angeles. 

For the Brandon Walmart, I talked to Hillsborough County and Walmart to get answers about why 
these plumbing repairs will take so long and whether the issues are connected, but local customers 
are already skeptical. 

“Why is it just plumbing problems? It’s gonna take them six months to fix up the store?” asked 
customer John Mambrl. 

Yes, is it really going to take them six months to fix the toilets? 

Either someone at Wal-Mart is extremely incompetent, or there is something fishy going on here. 

In the end, perhaps there is nothing to any of this. 

Perhaps all of these examples are just unrelated coincidences. 

But then again, perhaps not. 

What do you think?  Please feel free to add to the discussion by posting a comment below… 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/signs-that-the-elite-are-feverishly-

preparing-for-something-big 

  
BobLarimer • 4 days ago 

Bob Larimer 

If we were making such far-reaching preparations we would be called Conspiracy Nuts, Extremists or Preppers. 
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MichaelfromTheEconomicCollapse Mod BobLarimer • 4 days ago 

Great point Bob. 
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Rocketman MichaelfromTheEconomicCollapse• 3 days ago 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/... 

Here it comes again. 
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Holger Jahndel MichaelfromTheEconomicCollapse• 3 days ago 

EMP Impulse - Solar Activities 

http://www.bestsurvivalguides.... 
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http://www.blackoutusa.org/tsl... 

http://nanomagazine.com/darkes... 

EMP Blackout Could Be Closer than You Think Wednesday, December 3, 2014 

12:47http://beforeitsnews.com/self-... Experts: Civilians not ready for EMP-caused 

blackouthttp://watchdog.org/138940/sol... BLACKOUT USA and EMP and Alec Deacon "Darkest 

Days" http://www.BLACKOUTUSA.com/http://www.blackoutusa.com/vsl... BLACKOUT USA 

Review – Can it Save Everyone’s Life? by KEN JENNINGS on JANUARY 12, 2015 If you are 

one of those who devote a considerable amount of time just to prepare every time a disaster comes, 

then you might have come across several latest developments, such as survival aids, protection 

systems and guides, which can assist you in preparation for any man-made and natural disasters. 

Blackoutusa And as a part of this, we have decided to share our comprehensive analysis about a 

revolutionary product created by Alec Deacon that claims to have the capacity to protect every 

single entity from America’s horrifying coming havoc – the Darkest Days: How to Survive an 

EMP Attack to the Grid or the Blackout USA. In this Blackout USA review, you will discover how 

you can safeguard yourself, your LOVED ones, and even your entire neighborhood from any types 

of calamities and destruction, particularly from Electro Magnetic Pulse 

(EMP).http://www.toptenty.com/blacko... 
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Robert Pollard  BobLarimer • 3 days ago 

We still are if we mention these suspicious activities to the average CNN loyalist. 
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they can call us what they want but when the SHTF we'll be eating and they won't. 
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Mike Ellis • 3 days ago 

Myself and others in my area have been preparing, and training for these events for a while now. We are a regional 

and local defense organization made up of former military, and members from the private sector. We took an oath to 

defend the constitution against all enemies foreign and DOMESTIC. Alot of this may be disinformation put out by 

the government. But if its not, are you prepared for the worst possible scenario you can think of? The next few 

months might prove to change life as we know it. Stay sharp, stay frosty, and stay vigilant. 

Molon Labe friends and brothers. 
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Alleged Comment • 3 days ago 

Why do you always mention "government"? WE ARE THE GOVERNMENT. If they are running away and 

worrying about THEIR OWN HIDE then they are NOT your government. 
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They are traitors and liars worried about their own hide. A real government put their people FIRST. And that would 

be YOU AND ME! 
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daniel lee morgan  Alleged Comment • 3 days ago 

You left out cowardly rats ! Hopefully, after they run and hide in their holes, those of us left, will seal the 

doors of their bunkers, so we wont have to deal with them , ever again!!! 
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Lex loathar • 3 days ago 

Who cares what a bungling incompetent gubbermint does. Just remember what Solzinitzen said "And how we 

burned in the camps". Be prepared for ANYTHING! You have the power over your own domain! 
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Nicholas Fowler • 3 days ago 

one very major factor you have missed out is the imminent fireing up of CERN in September, at full power. This, in 

my view and perhaps quite a few others, may be the actual event around which all these other events are just 

secondary aspects. The talk is, of attempting to change the planetary timeline, and to open up or at least, butress an 

existing interdimensional portal. . CERN is FAR, FAR more than looking for silly subatomic patticles, that is the 

cover story. I postulate, CERN is actually the centre pices of the Cabals/ illuminatis attempt to maintain their 

planetary power structure....the rest are events surrounding this 
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The Unpaid Piper, Esq.  Nicholas Fowler• a day ago 

It may be sooner than September ie the firing up. 
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Ken W • 2 days ago 

62 million rounds divided by 5 years is 12.6 million a year divide that by around 10000 border guards it is 1260 a 

year per person to train with that is 105 rounds a month. I don't know about you but that is not really that many 
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round if you think about it if you want your border patrol efficient with there weapons. I fire that off in under 1 hour 

at my range. 
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Undecider • 3 days ago 

The good news out of this is that Walmart is closing stores. This means neighborhoods can return to normal. 
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MacFly1 • 3 days ago 

New York will be nuked in the ultimate false flag. 
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The Unpaid Piper, Esq.  MacFly1 • a day ago 

Good point, pal. There's a chilling YouTube video that makes some startling discovery and connections 

with a possible nuking of NYC and the missing MH370 plane. The guy does a brilliant exposé based on 

facts. 

If you search for it, it's about 20min long, and titled something like "MH370 government cover-up 

conspiracy illuminati" 
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Jay • 3 days ago 

Yes, they know that the American people are armed and have plenty of ammo. And yes, they have plans for that too. 

They will offer both incentives and threats that are and will be used to turn women against their husbands and 

children against their parents. It will be a massive media campaign similar to the gun buy back programs we have 

seen in the past, only this time they will get your wife to tell you to give them up and if you don't they will use 

psychologists to declare you a dangerous mental case. They might even use one of those annoying dinnertime calls 

to ask your wife questions about your current status in every area you can imagine. She will answer their questions 

before you get a chance to take the phone away from her and in no time flat you will hear the knock at the door. 
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jaguar  Jay • 3 days ago 

Actually it sounds more like they plan on breaking into gun owners houses in the middle of the night and 

forcefully taking guns away or worse!! 
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Jay  jaguar • 3 days ago 

Yes jaguar, but let's take it one step at a time. By the time it gets to that point, it will be too late to 

talk about it. 
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smooze  Jay • 3 days ago 

Well then lucky me, my wife is deaf and can't talk on the phone... 
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Ash Itaka  Jay • 3 days ago 

Well that's a little sexist. Don't you know there are plenty of conservative women in favor of God 

ownership and plenty of men, especially among the younger crowd, that aren't? Its not about gender.  

Your talk like your wife is a programmable robot. 
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Jay  Ash Itaka • 3 days ago 

Very few women know when to stay quiet and you are a classic example of that. 
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Son of Liberty  Jay • 3 days ago 
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That is a very sexist remark which I, as a man, dislike very much. There are a number of 

great women who would stand alongside those they love to defend life, liberty, and the 

pursuit of property. 
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patty  Jay • a day ago 

Sorry it was the women who remain quiet when Jesus was killed, the men ran. 
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TOM MADISON  Jay • 3 days ago 

Why do you assume that Ash Itaka is a woman? 
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Jay  TOM MADISON • 3 days ago 

Do you have evidence to the contrary? 
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Cthulhu Fthagn  Jay • 3 days ago 

This is a rhetorical device called "shifting the burden". It is meant to divert you, and 

so is a fallacy of relevance, which is a good description of Jay. 
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Jay  Cthulhu Fthagn • 3 days ago 

Wow, what a name you have! Be sure and clean it up when you get done. 
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Guest  Jay • 3 days ago 

So how can a bigot like you claim to be an American and support inalienable rights, 

which in this country applies to all men and women equally. 
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laura m.  Jay • 3 days ago 

New device phone blocker:. I just installed a device called Sentry plug and block (ebay) to stop these robo 

calls (off shore) even tho I 'm on a do not call list. Solicitations are blocked and you can reject them in the 

future by pushing a button. I'm sick and tired of people calling wanting to refinance credit card bills, and 

selling all types insurance, etc. almost daily, tying up the phone and cluttering the answering mach. survey 

type calls (rare) I hang up, ditto wrong numbers, then block them from ever coming in. robo calls are auto. 

stopped. 
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Jay  laura m. • 3 days ago 
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Or collecting information about you, or getting a voice print when you answer the phone, or 

finding out if there is both a man and a woman living in your home, or finding out if you have 

children screaming in the background, or profiling your house for electronic monitoring, or finding 

out if you go to church, or finding out your political views, etc. etc. etc. 

Don't answer the phone. 
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Terral BlackStar • 6 hours ago 

The answer is: The invisible/collapsed binary twin to our Sun is moving towards the inner solar system and 

responsible for warming of all the planets in the solar system, the shrinking heliosphere (25 percent in last decade) 

weakening magnetosphere, magnetic North Pole migration, a well-defined series of seismic patterns, increased 

volcanism and meteor/fireball reports, mass animal deaths, ocean conveyor disruption, jet stream fluctuations, 

strange weather in floods/droughts (like in California), record sinkhole formation around the globe and you name it. 

Earth will be susceptible to a Black Star-induced geological pole shift around May 20, 2016 from my current 

projections with another Sun/Earth/Black Star nearside-alignment quake event expected around May 1, 2015. 

The wargaming exercises are needed to orient and train sleepers for deployment into harm's way later in 2016, when 

earth is vulnerable to a Black Star/Earth crossing event (Nibiru means "planet of the crossing"). Those not invited to 

join the Rothschild Global Bankster Cartel Elite in the Underground Ark City Program must be sent to deal with the 

human threat, as the crap his hitting the fan; allowing The Elite to run into their Underground Cities allowing the 

Black Star to reduce the global population to fulfill the Georgia Guidestones Agenda ushering in the New World 

Order. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8g6a... 

This is a link to my recent newsletter with links to recent radio shows on the final page of each weekly newsletter. 

Get more information on Project Black Star and subscribe to my newsletters at http://terral03.com . 
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Hank • 8 hours ago 

The elite in government is not preparing for natural disasters. They are not doing these drills to protect the civilians.  

The elitist government is preparing for population control when people start a revolution and insurrection, when the 

dollar and economy collapses hard. 
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Sushibreath • 13 hours ago 

Ephesians 6:12 all day long. The only preparation one can do is to know Jesus..make peace with God. 
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Jason bailey • a day ago 

All of these training exercises I believe are to desensitize the population and ready them for martial law. Also some 

will be live operation used to move people of common interest to safer locations 
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"Plumbing problems"? To flush out the peons who were demanding a raise and give a warning shot to the others. 
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@Michael Snyder: TheMillenniumreport and American Free Press http://americanfreepress.net/?... - Beyond 

Mainstream Media - see also EIR NEWS LaRouchePAC | LAROUCHEPAC 
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Predatory Corporate Capitalism Self-Destructs With The Creation Of ISIS 

Islamic State is the cancer of modern capitalism 
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Plutocrats Versus the People 

APRIL 02, 2015 AFP 1 COMMENT 

• Meet the new generation of rapacious robber barons. 

By Ronald L. Ray — 

Moral corruption has become a way of life among top executives in corporateAmerica. Too many have forgotten that 

the purpose of being in business is to help provide a stable, secure livingfor employees and their families, not use 

them as units of capital, whose only value is in creating outrageous gobs of MONEY for a few privileged poobahs or 

pay their own undeserved stipends. The avaricious rapacity of international banksterism and dignity-destroying, 

exploitative libertarianism has infected an astonishing array of economic sectors,grinding the honest workingman 

into the dirt. 

Almost nothing demonstrates this better than the crass extermination of well-paid American jobs through the use of 

H-1B foreign guest worker visas. One of the clearest examples of that heinous practice was given recently by energy 

provider Southern California Edison (SCE), in a move which may even threaten United States national security. 

The H-1B visa originated over 15 years ago with then-Senator Edward Spencer Abraham (R-Mich.), allowing U.S. 

companies to “temporarily” hire ostensibly highly educated foreigners for up to six years in specialized fields, but 

only when qualified American workers are not available. Most of the visas are issued in information technology (IT), 

finance, healthcare and education. 

http://www.americanfreepress.net/


H-1B use, however, has become a major means of sending tens of thousands of Americans into unemployment and 

exploiting lower-paid foreigners, because Congress established sub-standard wage levels for H-1Bs and removed 

significant workplace protections. It is grotesquely obvious corporate welfare—in some cases, the return of the 

sweatshop. 

In this, SCE is a sort of piratical pioneer itself. While Microsoft, Apple, Google and IBM long have used H-1Bs to 

get rid of American IT professionals and hire lower-paid, less-skilled foreigners, SCE is apparently the first energy 

provider, through H-1B, to eliminate U.S. IT employees directly responsible for supporting their power grid, says 

Pat Lavin, business manager of International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) Local No. 47. AMERICAN 

FREE PRESS spoke with Lavin on March 20. 

Lavin is a patriotic, Vietnam-era Marine and SCE retiree, whose union represents 4,200 SCE employees. He 

excoriated the company for laying off 800 non-union, “competent and experienced people with degrees”—

SOFTWARE engineers and other IT professionals. IBEW has held three large protest rallies in support of their co-

workers. Insultingly, most of the victims were required to train their replacements and sign non-disparagement 

agreements as a condition of receiving severance pay and unemployment compensation. Lavin reports that SCE also 

plans to soon replace 1,500-2,000 U.S. call center workers with foreigners, by shipping those jobs straightoverseas. 

These actions are creating great distress and suffering in the lives of affected workers, most of whom are older and 

will find new work with great difficulty. Meanwhile, Edison International (EIX) CEO Theodore “Ted” F. Craver, Jr. 

made $11.2 million and cashed in over $15 million in EIX STOCK last year. SCE President Pedro J. Pizarro 

received $2.5 million and over $10 million in stock. Yet the company claims it cannot afford even to pay for a twice-

yearly retiree dinner. And with a collateralization of only $20 billion (very low for the industry), Lavin says that, 

through all these moves, “It looks like they’re getting ready for a ‘fire sale’ to Warren Buffett.” 

SCE hired notorious India-based Infosys and Tata Consultancy Services to bring Indian workers into the U.S. to 

learn the Americans’ jobs, preparatory, Lavin believes, to moving the positions over to Mumbai—a clear violation of 

law. Lavin says there is no reason, even financial, for displacing Americans. He calls SCE—a regulated public 

utility—an “oligopoly” with no competition. With an annual return on investment of 14%-15%, he notes SCE cannot 

lose MONEY, “unless they’re really stupid.” 

Lavin points out, disturbingly, that SCE’s power grid, supplying over 5 million customers, ultimately ties into the 

national grid, and that putting Indians in charge of the technological support places direct access to that grid in close 

physical proximity to terrorists and unscrupulous governments. Lavin declared, “I think that’s a national security 

risk.” 

SCE’s moves are not unique in their treasonous aspects, though. Los Alamos National Security, Kansas State 

University, the National Institutes of Health and others tied to homeland security operations are major H-1B 

employers. 

Let’s be blunt. Despite what Google executive Eric Schmidt and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce falsely claim, there 

is no shortage of American technology workers, and the only real purpose of the H-1B and similar visas is to take 

stable jobs away from Americans and destroy the U.S. economy for the enrichment of the robber barons. Yetmost in 

Congress want to expand the program geometrically. 

Only a very few are defending U.S. workers. Notably, Senators Charles Ernest “Chuck” Grassley (R-Ia.), Jefferson 

Beauregard “Jeff” Sessions III (R-Ala.) andRichard Joseph “Dick” Durbin (D-Ill.) want to end the exploitation and 

protect American jobs. 



Lavin best summed up the H-1B “outsourcing visa” problem in recent testimony to Congress: “This is yet another 

prime example of what happens when you have Wall Street bankers out running amok . . . and thinking only of their 

precious bottom lines and not true American values and family values.” 

Contact your congresspersons and senators today, and tell them to end H-1B and other job-destroying, corporate 

welfare programs. 

Ronald L. Ray is a freelance author and an assistant editor of THE BARNES REVIEW. He is a descendant of 

several patriots of the American War for Independence. 

@Michael Snyder: TheMillenniumreport and American Free Press http://americanfreepress.net/?... - Beyond 

Mainstream Media - see also EIR NEWS http://www.larouchepac.com 
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SantosGarcia • 2 days ago 

Read the book review... the Mystery will soon manifest!https://zionsgate.wordpress.co... 
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Hugo De Oliveira • 2 days ago 

The reason for all this is the Ice Age we are starting. Ask me if you have questions. 
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Jest getting Ready for WMD Hillary:  

http://media-cache-ec0.pinimg.... 

Seriously, her logo H-> is an HIV mutation which quadrangulates into 卐 (pointing FAR Right!). 
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Look to the south. If something does come up it will be in the Southern hemisphere and probably something from 

outer space. 

Specifically I am not sure what that would be.  

I do maintain that the nearest foreign space objects are likely to be in comet-like orbits between Venus and Mars in 

orbits of 45 degrees to 55 degrees off the orbits of the major planets. 

There is a school of thought that we are actually some kind of double star system. The secondary star being a brown 

dwarf with planets in some kind of extreme orbit. Speculation is that the Star of Bethlehem might have been this 

brown dwarf. The orbit is supposed to be 3500-3800 years. That would put it at the far side of its orbit about now. So 

that really might not be the problem. 

A lot of stars are double and even triple star systems in our stellar neighborhood. The recent infrared scans did not 

find the star. 

The 55 degree off center orbit is the key. Dr. Mike Brown(astronomer) in recent years has found at least 4 minor 

planets out past Neptune. All have strange orbits way off the orbits of the major planets. Some of which are really 

comet like orbits that extend way far out of the solar system. It was plain luck to find them. 

The brown dwarf is supposed to be at an extreme angle in its orbit. I maintain they are looking in the wrong 
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direction. If that dwarf is orbiting the Sun it is orbiting directly opposite to the direction the planets orbit. So any 

observation is likely to miss it if they are not looking for it going the opposite direction around the Sun. 

It is supposed to be very small for a brown dwarf. Perhaps between 10 times Jupiter to maybe Jupiter sized. It is 

supposed to be at this point around 1/2 light year away. 

Could they know where it is and might that be what they are hiding? 

The information supposedly comes from the Samarians prior to the flood. Until a public announcement giving out 

information (And I think governments might have that information) it is all speculation. 

It would answer a whole lot of questions about the strange behavior of bankers though. 
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Who knows; they could be building underground facilities, under those Walmarts- - to house employees?? Probably 

not. 
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Remember all those Wal Mart, Coca Cola and Tyson chicken trucks traveling together down the interstate last year? 

Well? 
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Consuelo Barrow • 3 days ago 

This is just too strange for words I think there is more to this than what meets the eye. I believe it's going to be 

something major like financial crisis because if they shut the federal reserve bank that means people won't be able to 

get their money out. 
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Rick • 3 days ago 

It is up to at least 15 Wal-Marts 
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All signs point to something BIG happening in the immediate future. There are no coincidences my friends. With 

China and many nations joining the AIIB banking alliance, that spells doom for the US dollar and hegemony. That 

explains why WW3 is on the horizon. 

Look at this: Ukraine’s State News Agency Hopes for New World War 

According to Ukraine’s state news agency  

Ukrinform, the US House of Representatives vote on sending lethal aid  

to Ukraine means that the United States is ready to begin, what the  

agency is calling, a “fourth World War:” 

Read more at http://sputniknews.com/europe/... 

If you have this time I suggest you listen to this broadcast that is under an hour. 

A cryptic warning a U.S. general passed to “V” several days ago about the dismantling of the USA between 2015-

2017. 

Read more at http://www.trunews.com/thursda... 

We are under some dangerous times and only your faith in God will get you through the coming times. Seek God 

while He is near! 
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Undecider  antonio • 3 days ago 

When you copy and paste text into Disqus, you have to account for the returns at the ends of the lines. 
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Tim Grills • 3 days ago 

A hacker that hacked into gov. emails has declared that the US Gov. is planning a false flag operation by detonating 

a nuclear weapon in a major US City, looks like they could be planning on New York! 
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The Unpaid Piper, Esq.  Tim Grills • a day ago 

This is a chilling video, and the guy does a good job backing it with FACTS. Most important is from about 

1:00-10:00min marks. 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=... 
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Bryan Kemila • 3 days ago 

... the people have to realize that 911 was not just a one day event. It is ongoing with the ultimate goal targeting the 

11 Western United States. Please readilluminatiMATRIX.wordpress.com ... thanks. 
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Charlie • 3 days ago 

The natural disaster idea may not fit with New Yorkers moving to Chicago, because that is substantially closer to the 

Yellowstone super volcano. 
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Bonnie Melody Nagy • 3 days ago 

Be prepared... 
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"Following the money" usually finds the problem and solution. (As we well know), the US military-industriial 

complex needs constant war and fear to justify spending trillions of dollars on new equipment and global destruction. 

Apart from fermenting a "global arms race", they have now created an "internal arms race" with both the 

Government and private sector building up on both sides. Everyone is being played for suckers and I cannot think of 

a greater waste of time, money and resources. 

An alternative model is that of (say) New Zealand, where everybody (including the Government) are basically dis-

armed.. To me, its a no-brainer which model is safer and more sustainable.. 
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SidsMomma  Fraser • 3 days ago 

Switzerland is pretty peaceful, Fraser. 
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TheJokool . • 3 days ago 

Relax they will not get away with anything nobody ever does. What goes around comes around...Fat cats die of heart 

attacks. 
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PaulFrancis • 3 days ago 

These bullies and monsters, have the inside track on nothing. Those who reject love, like they do, have sealed their 

own fate. 
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Holger Jahndel • 3 days ago 

EMP Blackout Could Be Closer than You Think Wednesday, December 3, 2014 12:47 http://beforeitsnews.com/self-

...Experts: Civilians not ready for EMP-caused blackouthttp://watchdog.org/138940/sol... BLACKOUT USA and 

EMP and Alec Deacon "Darkest 

Days"http://www.BLACKOUTUSA.com/http://www.blackoutusa.com/vsl... BLACKOUT USA Review – Can it 

Save Everyone’s Life? by KEN JENNINGS on JANUARY 12, 2015 If you are one of those who devote a 

considerable amount of time just to prepare every time a disaster comes, then you might have come across several 

latest developments, such as survival aids, protection systems and guides, which can assist you in preparation for any 

man-made and natural disasters. Blackoutusa And as a part of this, we have decided to share our comprehensive 

analysis about a revolutionary product created by Alec Deacon that claims to have the capacity to protect every 

single entity from America’s horrifying coming havoc – the Darkest Days: How to Survive an EMP Attack to the 

Grid or the Blackout USA. In this Blackout USA review, you will discover how you can safeguard yourself, your 

LOVED ones, and even your entire neighborhood from any types of calamities and destruction, particularly from 

Electro Magnetic Pulse (EMP). http://www.toptenty.com/blacko... 

EMP Impulse - Solar Activities 

http://www.bestsurvivalguides.... 

http://www.blackoutusa.org/tsl... 

see more 
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Holger Jahndel • 3 days ago 

Daily Peak Oil Blog 

http://www.fromthewilderness.c... 

Despite of Fracking - that might buy USA 5 years till 2020/21 and the other nations 13 years worldwide and is 

responsible for the low oil prices - Peak Oil and the shortage of Uranium and other Ressources is coming soon....read 

Heinbergs books about it. 

And the Peak Oil financial speculation bubble ist bursting! 

Watch "Collapse" with Michael C. Ruppert! 

Forum for a New Paradigm 

http://newparadigm.schillerins... 

EIR News 

http://www.larouchepac.com 

The LaRouche Movement for a New Glass Steagall and against neoliberal free trade and Monetarism of Milton 

Friedman! 

See the National Economist Friedrich List! 

For an intelligent new protectionism (see also Emmanuel Todd)! 

American Free Press 

http://www.americanfreepress.n... 
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fit2Btied • 3 days ago 

Joel 3:9-11 King James Version (KJV) 

9 Proclaim ye this among the Gentiles; Prepare war, wake up the mighty men, let all the men of war draw near; let 

them come up: 

10 Beat your plowshares into swords and your pruninghooks into spears: let the weak say, I am strong. 

11 Assemble yourselves, and come, all ye heathen, and gather yourselves together round about: thither cause thy 

mighty ones to come down, O Lord. 
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Jeff Anderson • 3 days ago 

US Special Forces In Yemen Take Over American Walmart Stores 

http://stopthepirates.blogspot... 
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jaguar • 3 days ago 

One of the weirdest things I have heard is Walmart posting signs on some of its products that say " This is your last 

chance"...when the employees were asked about the signs...they don't know what it means either! Strange! 
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just sayin  jaguar • 3 days ago 

seasonal items? 

fixing to go back in the conex boxes out back and sent back to distribution till next cycle. 
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U Make THe Call • 3 days ago 

This is what they are preparing for: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=96KY1n... 
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Duke Potgieter • 4 days ago 

Peace be with the reader. 

This is what they are preparing for: 

Revelation 16:18 And there were voices, and thunders, and lightnings; and there was a great earthquake, such as was 

not since men were upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake, and so great. 

Keep in mind that is not a physical earthquake, it is the shock of my return. 

The faithful witness 

PS It will be wise not to 'moderate'(censor) this message. 
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Dont Mention The War  Duke Potgieter• 4 days ago 

Keep taking the pill old boy. 
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care package  Dont Mention The War• 3 days ago 

The Bible is actually the blue pill. Being married to the system is the red one. There is a good 

reason old Catholics made it illegal to own a Bible, and would quote the Bible in Latin. Same 

reason It's illegal to own one in many countries now. Doesn't sound like 'the pill' you are referring 

to. 
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Dont Mention The War  care package • 3 days ago 

OK CP keep taking your blue pill. 

Each to his own [pill] I say. 
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care package  Dont Mention The War • 3 days ago 

You either have a love for the truth or you don't. You either have a love for good or 

you don't Those are the pills we choose to take. 
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Duke Potgieter  Dont Mention The War• 3 days ago 

:-) 

John 10:20 (AMP)  

And many of them said, He has a demon and He is mad (insane—He raves, He rambles). Why do 

you listen to Him? 
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Duke Potgieter  Dont Mention The War• 3 days ago 

Somebody is censoring my comments. 

This confirms that it is the end of the American dream, the end of freedom of speech. 

Google "Believers Information Network" and click on the appropriate link. 

I am the faithful witness 
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Duke Potgieter  Dont Mention The War• 3 days ago 

:-) 

Read Luke 12:36 and knock on this door: 

www.marques.co.za/duke 

My new name is "Duke" 

read Revelation 19:12 
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geri  Duke Potgieter • 3 days ago 

Jesus does not Return till after the 7th trumpet 
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Duke Potgieter  geri • 2 days ago 
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Peace be with you geri. 

Go to the page entitled: 

"Revelation of the Son of Man" 

for the trumpet details. 
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Duke Potgieter  geri • 3 days ago 

The beginning of the end started on the 1st December 1984 when the two witnesses(written and 

spoken Word) began the 1260 day prophecy of the end time(Revelation 11) which took place in 

San Antonio, Texas. The Orwell movie "1984" was also released in December 1984. 

Now is the time of the great separation of the sheep from the goats, the gathering of those who are 

born again. 

>< Duke > 
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Duke Potgieter  geri • 3 days ago 

About my return: 

Luke 17 

26 And as it was in the days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of man. 
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29 But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and 

destroyed them all. 

30 Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed. 

The faithful one 
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WinterMyst • 4 days ago 

62 mil. Wonder if that's a symbolic FU for not being able to ban the 62 grain green tip. 
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Strange Coincidence • 4 days ago 

Don't forget that they moved several of the federal offices out west already (NSA/CIA/Plum Island Facility). 
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Strange Coincidence • 4 days ago 

Or, they are removing the 223 rounds from the hands of civilians so when it hits the fan, we will have nothing to 

fight back with. 62 million rounds of 223 would basically put a halt to the sale of it to anyone for a long time. 
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K • 4 days ago 

Let me add a little something. Notice the 62 million rounds are 223, not 5.56.The Government carries mil-spec 

weapons chambered for the more powerful 5.56.While most civilian AR 15s are chambered for the 223 round. Now 

you can fire 223 from a 5.56 weapon, but the accuracy would suffer somewhat, and the feel would be different. 

Seems odd you would practice with the lighter ammo, when that would not be what you would be carrying in the 

field. However it is unwise to fire 5.56 from a 223 weapon. So is it possible, the Government thinks it is going to 

come into possession of a large number of civilian AR15s? Anyone want to guess, where they intend getting them? 
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lonetrader  K • 4 days ago 

Don't know where you get your information from but it is mostly incorrect. Most AR 15's are chambered 

for the 5.56 round. Very few are chambered for the 223 only. There are very few people in this world that 
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could shoot the difference between the 2 almost identical rounds. One reason is cost. 223 is slightly 

cheaper than 5.56. At a range of 100 yards which is way longer than most urban shots will be it makes no 

difference in which round you use. Every so called mil spec rifle can shoot either round with no issues. A 

fully automatic M 16 can shoot 223 rounds. 
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K  lonetrader • 3 days ago 

You may be right that most are now made for 5.56. It seems for a while the least expensive AR 

were chambered for 223. I have friends who own them. It reads on the weapon 223, and the manual 

warns not to use 5.56. But perhaps they are a minority. So let me correct myself. As I previously 

stated, mil-spec can fire either round. But their are some civilian weapons that can not. Since they 

buy 5.56 in such large amounts, getting the lowest price. It still does not make sense to me to buy 

223, for mil-spec weapons. 
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K  K • 3 days ago 

Gary Conway's AR15 5.56 vs 223 google this. Best article on the subject. 
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Lynn  K • 2 days ago 

PRODUCT SPECS: 

Model:  DB-15 SB 

Caliber:  5.56 NATO / .223 Remington 

Finish:   Black Anodized Hardcoat 

Barrel:  16" 4140 Chrome-Moly, M4 Contour 

Barrel Twist Rate:  1 x 9 

This rifle is also 100% American Made. 
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JAFC  K • 3 days ago 

The only difference between the .223 Remington and the 5.56x45 NATO is in the barrel chamber 

dimensions. Which in the case of the AR series are inconsequential. The rifling twist for the heavier bullets 

are faster (typically 1:7 ) than the original 55 gr SBT (1:8 to 1:10, depending on manufacturer). 

If in doubt, buy a bolt action which loads from the top of the action. Learn to shoot slowly and make 

EVERY round count. And DON'T run around in the open. Always shoot from cover and concealment, 

camouflaging yourself and your position (which should always be on the move) when possible 

Anybody who takes their shooting seriously handloads/reloads their own ammo anyway, tailoring it to 

their rifle. 

Most people who have AR-series rifles/carbines have flat-top versions with optical sights (scopes) on 

them, or some sort of AimPoint device. Never a good idea. Just drop that rifle/carbine on something hard 

just once and those scopes are smashed. AimPoints are a bit tougher, but rely on batteries which either 

wear out of get wet. 
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The latest generations of would-be urban commandos have little sense of small unit tactics, nor even of the 

proper way to hold their weapons. Jamming one up against the face (a damnable police departments 

innovation) has accounted for more soldiers and Marines getting their legs blown off than in all earlier 

wars combined. My generation (Vietnam Era service) paid special attention to trip wires, pungi-pits, and 

boobie-traps. They'll get you every time. 

see more 
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K  JAFC • 3 days ago 

Thanks, good advice. One other difference 5.56 is 10,000 CUP hotter. It can really cause excessive 

wear in a 223 chamber.Sounds like we are in the same age bracket. If you were there for the 

introduction of the m16, without the forward assist. You have my greatest respect. I lost some very 

good friends to that piece of garbage. I live in a remote area. So I prefer something a little heavier, 

and with more reach. 
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whitewinged1 • 2 days ago 

The Walmart are being closed because they have an agreement with the Federal government that they could be used 

in case of an emergency. I have heard from reliable source that they will be used for holding American citizens when 

the dollar crashes and Marshall law is put in place. This will be sooner than later. 
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Independent Voter • 2 days ago 

An EMP attack would leave the door wide open for a Chinese invasion. And without communications the militia 

could not activate. 
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